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SEPARATED LOCALES 

By Yong Hyeon Han and Sung Sa Hong 

1. Intro:luction 

Some topological pr。야rties of a topological space X can be described by the 

lattice theoretic pro야rties of its open set lattice Q(X). In this direction, the 

。야n st: t lattice has been recognized as a frame, i. e. , a complete lattice L in 
which the infioite distributive law x / \ (V S) =V {x/\s I sES) holds for any xει 

and any subset S of L. 

Furthermore, for a continuous map j: X-• Y between topological spaces, 
the map j - ' : Q(η-→Q(X) preserves arbitrary joins and finite meets, and 

hence frame homomorphisms are delined to be those maps between frames 
preserving arbitrary joins and finite meels. Thus one has clearly the category 

Frm 01 frames and frame homomorphisms. 

Moreover, the opposite category FrmoP is called the categ'이y Loc of locales, 
50 frames are al50 io this paper called locales. 

One can find refereoces and interest ing developments of the theory of locales 

or frames in [6J . 

In this paper, we introduce a concept of separated locales, oamely the locales 

such that there is no ooto frame homomorphism on the locales onto the three 

element chain. In fact , there have beeo many authors ( [1], [2J , [3J, [4J, [5J, 

[8J) who have tried to find a suitable localic lorm of the T， -se뼈rat ion axiom 

The relationships between those are also discussed in [7J. 

We observe that a T 0 -space X is T , iff the Sierpinski space S cannot be 

embedded in X and that Q(S) is precisely the three element chain. This mo

tivates the concept of separated locales, which we want to call T,- Iocales; bUl 

there are already too many different kinds of T,- Iocales, so we give new 

name separated locales 

It is shown that a To- space X is T , if Q(X) is separated and that a sobre 

S맹ce X is T , iff Q(X) is separated. Therefore, we have lhe equivalence be 

tween the category Sob, of 50bre T ,-spaces and the calegory SLoc, of spalial 
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"Separated locales. This justifies the concept of separated 1∞ales as a localic 

T !-axiom. We discuss a Iso the relationship between separated locales and other 

“T/-Ioca les. 

F inally we sh。、，v that separated locales are cJosed under the formations of 

products and sublocales 

For the terminology not int r여uced in the paper, we refer to [6]. 

2. Separated locales 

[0 the following let S denote the two point Sierpinski space {O, l} with the 

oontrivial open set {l l and 3 denote the three e lement chaio {O, 웅 , l}ι1. 、w삐v이l 
l잉s c이I때e않arly the open set lattice Q(S) 

lf a To-space X is not a T! - space , theo there exist a ， bεX such that every 

얘en neighborh∞d of a contaios b, but there is ao open neighborh∞d N of b 

with a홉N， and hence the subspace {a , b} of X is homeomorphic with S. Since 

S is T o but not T! , a To-space is a T ,- space iff the Sierpinsl“ space S can 

not be embedded in the space. 

Usiog the above observatioo, we iotroduce another concept of “ T ,- Iocales". 

DE F" IN1T!ON 2. 1. A locale A is said to be s<þarated if 3 is oot a sublocale of 
A , equivaleotly there is 00 ooto frame homomorphism A-• 3 

Using the opeo set lattice functor Q : Top~Loc ， ooe has immediately the 

following 

PROPOS1T!ON 2.2. A To - sþace X is a T ,- sþace if Q(X) is seþarated , 

[0 the followiog , the functor given by C(_, S) : Top~Loc will be simply 

deooted by C. Jt is well knowo that Q, C ‘ Top~Loc are naturally isomorphic 

via (~X ‘ C(X) - • Q(X)) XET.p' where ηX(η =r'(l). 
Jt is well known [6] that the fuoctor Q르C : Top-Loc jnduces an equiva

leuce between the category Sob 01 sobre spaces and continuous maps and the 

full subcategory SLoc of Loc dete rmined by spatial locales. 

We recall that a map f: X- • Y between lO∞logical spaces is an embeddiog 

iff it is 1- ] initial , and that a topological space X is a To-space iff the source 
(f: X~S) 01 all ccntinuous maps on X to S is an initial mono-source in the 

category Top of topological spaces and continuous maps 

Using the above , one has , 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let f: X-• Y be a contiπuous map. 11 X is a To-sPace and 

C(n : C(η -• C(X) is onto, then f is an embedding 

The following theorem justifies the concept of separ.ted locales as th.t 01 

Tj - locales 

THEOREM 2.4. A sobre space X is a Tj -space iff Q(X) is separated 

PROOF. Bec.use 01 Proposition 2.2, it rem.ins to show that for a sobre 

T1 -space X , Q(X) is seporoted. Suppose Q(X) is not separated , then there is 

on onto frome homomorphism h : Q (X) ~3， ond hence we moy regard h as an 

。nto homomorphism on C(X) onto C(S). Since C : Sob- • SLoe is ω11 ， there is. 

o continuous m.p f: S- • X with C(j)=h. Thus by the .bove lemm., f: S- , 

X is .n embedding, so th.t X is not • Tj -space. This completes the prool 

REMARK 2.5. (1) For a To -space X , Q(X) is separ.ted iff the sobrification 

"X of X is a Tj-space , because Q(X) .nd Q(πX) are isomorphic. 

(2) Let X be.n infinite space with the cofinite topology , then the sobrifi

cation πX is given .s follows: "X= X U {ω) (ω"，X) ， and {πX-F I F: finite subset 

。f X) U {\Ó) is the topology of "X. Thus πX is not T j .nd hence Q (X) is not 

separ.ted 

More directly one con see Q(X) is not separated os follows : pick xoEX and 

define g : Q(X)-• 3 by g(U) = 1 iff xoEU;g(U)=융 iff X o홉U， U책 ; g(U) = 

o iff U= \Ó. Then it is easy to show that g is an onto frame homomorphism. 

NOTATION. The f비1 subcategory 01 Top determined by sobre Tj -spaces is 

denoted by Sobj .nd SLocj denotes the full subcategory of L야 determined by 

spati.l separ.ted locales 

Using the .bove theorem, one has C(Sobj) = SLocj and hence the equiv.lence

C: Sob- • SLoc induces the equiv.lence between Sob j .nd SLocj' Thus one 

has, 

THEOREM 2. 6. The categories Sobj and SLoc, are equivalent 

The lollowing is due to Isbell [5J .nd Fourm.n [3J 

DEFINITION 2.7. A locale L is said to be unordered if for any frame homo
mo rphisms f , g : L-• A, fζg implies f = g , where fζg means f(x) <,g (x) for 

.11 xEL. 
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REMARK. Unordered locales are called T j locales by Fourman [3) and T u 

locales by Johnstone [6] . 

lt is known that a topological space X is T j if Q (X) is unordered and that 
every regular locale is unordered. 

PROPOSrT!ON 2. 8. Every ullordered locale is separated. 

PROOF. Suppose a locale A is not separated , then there is an onto frame 

h뼈lomOr 

g.잉s a frame hoαomomOr매phi잉sm and fζg o f but f*ε.g 0 J. Thus A is not unordered 

This completes the pr∞f 

REMARK 2.9‘ (1) Every regular locale is separated. 

(2) There is a Hausdorff space X such that Q(X) is not unordered (see [6] ). 

Since every Hausdorff space is sobre , Q(X) is by Theorem 2. 4 separated. 

(3) We recall that a locale A is subfit [4] Or conjunctive [10] , if for each tw。

elemeots a , b of A with a후b ， there is an element cEA such that aV c= I ,bV c 

* 1. lt is known [10] that for a Tj'space X , Q(X) is always subfit but the 

converse need not be true. ln [7] , it is showo that there is an unordered 

locale and hence a separated locale which is not subfit 

In the remainder of the section we consider some permanence properties of 

separated locales. lndeed , separated locales are hereditary aod productive 

s THEOREM 2, 10. S.얘'Upp짜o따oseκe (.이끼 A‘-→→A써)iεε티“Iμ1$ a Stll싸’”샤l새，k of ιμrame’ne h빼oαomomor써p야hiαSl，… 
m… ’시” .s 

s찌uc“씨" t"at U J.ι’:(A’，.) genera따tκe“s A , ~γ each A ,. is seþarated, thell A t"s agaill seþarated. 
i E [ • 

PROOF. Take any frame homomorphism f: A-• 3. Since each Ai is sepa. 

rated , f o f i : Ai-A-• 3 is not onto. T뼈 for any xEAi , f댁 (x)광 For 

any aEA , there is a family (J,) ' EA of finite subsets of 1 and for any ÀE A 

and any jεJÀ ， there is x εA， such that a=V (^ f ,.(x ,)) , for U f , (AJ - -~'J " -~À' ~ .• _~- . '" -lj'-' .j "' __ H ~ •• _~ - À ~Aj~ìl'/j\""'ljll' ... " .. i ~/i 

generates the frame A, Therefore, 

Hence f is not ooto 

f (a)= f (V ( /\ f ,.(x ,)) 
J. ÈA/E!/ J ' AJ 

= v ( A f (f (Zi )))# + 
J. EA ' / E J A " ' .. J ' A} ι 
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COROLLARY 2.11. A sμblocale 01 a separated locale is agaiη seþarated and a 

;roduct 01 seþarated locales is separaud. 

PROOF. The first !,art is immediate from the fact thal sublocales of a locale 

are given by frame limn。morphiC lmages- For the second half, let (Al) t응[be 

a family of separated locales and (.O! Ai' (P,.),E1) the product of (A ,.),e:1 in 
i E1 

lhe calegory Loc. Since ((까) iE[' .I]! Ai ) is the coproduct of (A‘ in the 
i e J 

calegory Frm of frames. U þ .. (A ;l generates n, A,,, Thus one has the result 
l εl' ε[ . 
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